
 

 

Product sample

Product Description
This production line is an electromechanical high-tech product developed by our company’s R&D center
on the basis of many years of experience in the development of automation products. It can be edited by
PLC.The process controller and the man-machine interface operation panel can automatically complete
tube supply, labeling, filling, sealing, coding, finished product guide, manual folding, carton opening, and
Put the product into the box, print the batch number (including the production date), seal and other
processes. It can also be connected with three-dimensional two-film packaging machine, heat shrink
packaging machine, and cartoning machine to form a complete production. The production line can meet
the needs of mass production.

Product advantages
1.Choose packaging forms such as active feeding, box opening, boxing, box sealing, body waste, etc. The
active carton machine has a compact and reasonable structure and simple operation.

2.Choose Stepper motor and touch screen, PLC can modify the program system, the man-machine
interface is displayed, the operation is clearer and simpler, the carton machine is highly automated and
more humane.

3.Use the optical, electrical, and eye active detection and tracking system to accurately ensure that the
package is empty and the box is not loaded without instructions, which saves packaging materials to the
greatest extent.

4.The active cartoning machine has a wide packaging scale, convenient adjustment, and can quickly
change between multiple standard sizes.
The product is selected to stop automatically when the box is not in place and the motor protection
device is used, which is safer and more reliable to us.



5.Packing multiple specifications
The inching device of the machine allows the equipment to be moved arbitrarily, which is convenient for
adjusting boxes of various specifications.

6.Simple operation，PLC control, fault removal display device, easy operation.

Product specification

Payment
You can pay by 100% T/T, Ali-pay, 70% L/C at sight would be available for qualified bank.

Logistics 
It can be shipped by terms of Ex-work, FCA,FOB,CNF,CIF by sea or by air DHL, UPS, FedEx, TNT, EMS
etc，based on the buyer's forwarder or ours.

FAQ
Q1.Are you a manufacturer?
A1: Yes, we are an experienced manufacturer with our own brand and production lines.
 
Q2.How about quality of products?
A2: Our technicians and QC teams test the products one by one using aging line, professional devices and
instruments to ensure the quality for all products.
 
Q3.How about price?
A3: We are a manufacturer and always offer our customers the most competitive prices.
 
Q4.How to place an order?
A4: Contact with online service, or sent email to us directly, we will reply to you with product price,
specifications, packing etc. soon. Thank you.
 
Q5.May I send samples to you testing? 
A5: Yes! You are welcome to send us your products to test by our machine.
 
Q6.Can I visit your factory?
A6: Yes, welcome to visit our factory at your convenient time.

Q7：What maintenance does the machine need?
A7：Naturally, to avoid machine problems, it is necessary to clean the machinery at the end of the
production cycle.



Q8: How long does it take to change a film bobbon?
A8: The first times, when you are not already accomplished with the machine, it can take 5 or 6 minutes
to change the film bobbin. After, when you have learned how to do it, it takes 1 and a half minute. 


